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Abstract 

Brain-computer interface (BCI) for visuomotor tasks requires identification of task-

specific patterns of brain activity. During the visuomotor task, the subject encodes the 

visual information for a decision and then makes a motor action based on that decision. 

Here, a gradual change of the visual target can unmask the decision-making process 

leading to a motor preparatory activity such as contralateral movement–selective activity. 

The consequent neuronal activity in the brain gives rise to small transmembrane currents 

that can be measured in the extracellular medium, using electroencephalogram (EEG), 

when recorded from the scalp. EEG activity is quite small, that is very sensitive to noise. 

Therefore, BCI technologies have relied on finding noise and then removing it before 

feature extraction. Then, common spatial patterns or manually selecting channels are two 

common tactics before feature extraction in EEG–based BCI. 

In this thesis, we present a different approach wherein the task-relevant signal is extracted 

from the EEG data leaving behind the task-irrelevant signal and other noise. This 

approach uses an ICA coupled with its scalp topography to identify relevant task-relevant 

source signals. This method used an automated approach to find task-relevant sources, 

with scalp topography related to the task performed, in the same way an expert screens a 

plausibility of a source. This method is automated and is invariant of the placement of the 

electrodes. The mapping matrix for the sensor data to the task-relevant sources can be 

used to generate spatial filters to extract the task-relevant signal from noisy EEG data in a 

real-time BCI. Moreover, the spatial filter can be used for beam forming of non-invasive 

electrical brain stimulation (NIBS) under Helmholtz reciprocity principle and the task-

relevant sources during motor task performance can be targeted in near real-time with 

NIBS to facilitate the performance in health and disease, which is future work. 
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Introduction 

Neuromuscular Impairment and	 Recovery 

Conditions such as stroke, spinal cord injury or Parkinson’s disease can cause loss of 

control of muscles. People with these conditions have difficulty carrying out their day-to-

day lives. Rehabilitation efforts always try to get patient moving again by exercising the 

affected body segment. Traditional rehabilitation efforts have emphasized repetitive 

movements of the impaired body segment in order to facilitate neuroplasiticity. However, 

evidence suggests that patient involvement is detrimental to the recovery process. A “top-

down” approach, using the patient’s intentions of movement is necessary to see better 

recovery. Patients have trouble communicating their intention of movement from their 

brain to their body segments so a bypass is necessary. One can achieve this by using a 

non-invasive approach such as EEG to predict one’s movement intention and move the 

body segment accordingly or give feedback to the user. For example, the brain activity 

involved in motor imagery, from the contralesional side in a stroke patient, an 

exoskeleton was used to open and close a stroke patient’s hand. This brain computer 

interface (BCI) led to a significant increase in neurorehabilitation. [2] 

Electroencephalography 

Neurons are constantly exchanging ions with the extracellular milieu, for example to 

maintain resting potential and to propagate action potentials. These transmembrane 

currents can shape the extracellular field that can be recorded using electrodes. When the 

electrodes are placed on the scalp then the recordings of the extracellular field is called 
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Sensory area 

Electrocorticography 

Electroencephalography (EEG). Recording these voltages over time gives us the EEG. 

[3]. Here, extracellular field represents the cooperative behavior of the neurons based on 

the volume conduction in the extracellular medium. Besides EEG, there are various other 

kinds of extracellular fields and currents. Electrocorticography (ECoG) is a recording of 

brain activity directly from the exposed portion of the cerebral cortex. Local Field 

Potentials (LFP) are recordings of neuronal activity from a small volume of nervous 

tissue. At a neuronal level, one can measure spikes of electrical activity in a neuron using 

a patch clamp. These different Neuronal Activity Recording Devices can be seen in 

Figure 1 Top Left: EEG cap on the scalp. Bottom-Left EcoG electrodes on the surface of the cortex. Top-Right 

Electrode placed within the cortex. Bottom-Right: Patch clamp placed on a neuron in the brain 
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Figure 1. 

Ever since Hans Berger demonstrated the EEG technique for the first time in 1929, it has 

been one of the basic tools doctors and scientists have used to investigate how the brain 

works. In this thesis, we investigated EEG since it provides a non-invasive approach to 

capture the cooperative behavior of neurons related to motor tasks. EEG shows the state 

of the brain in terms of micro voltage levels at a high temporal resolution measured at the 

scalp. It has a high temporal resolution as the potentials are recorded at several hundred 

times per second. The procedure is low cost and non-invasive and remains the most 

useful method in clinical practice. [4] Figure 2 shows an example of a raw EEG data 

segment. Although these signals seem like noise, and no obvious pattern emerges at first 

glance, sophisticated signal processing techniques have revealed the underlying 

physiological properties of the brain that correlate to an external stimulus, an action 

performed, and even disease. The propagation of neural activity from one neuron 

recorded by a patch clamp, all the way up to a recording at the scalp level can be seen in 

Figure 3. 

Figure 2 sixteen electrode EEG recorded over 1.5s 

EEG signals have been used to diagnose brain related diseases. They have been the 
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primary diagnostic tools for determining seizures and epilepsy. [5] The recordings have 

been used to find epileptogenic regions by localizing the source of the epileptiform 

Figure 3 Top: Neuronal Activity transmission of one neuron to the EEG sensor. Bottom: EEG activity relative the firing 

of a group of neurons that are in proximity to the EEG sensor [1]. (Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 

License.) 
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signal. [6] EEG signals recorded with at least 100 electrodes placed on a person’s scalp 

accurately localize the area of brain activity that occurs during a specific event, such as a 

seizure. [7] The localized regions can then be surgically removed or stimulated to 

eliminate the cause of seizures. EEG has also been used to analyze the subtle differences 

between the brains of Alzheimer’s disease suffering and normal patients, and may lead to 

a low cost and non-invasive diagnostic tool for the early detection of Alzheimer’s 

disease. [8] EEG signals have a direct correlation to movement and the imagination of 

movement. EEG signals have been used to classify even small, fine movements such as 

the movement of individual fingers using the information in three different frequency 

bands of the signal. [9] This knowledge has helped in the creation of Brain-Computer 

interfaces (BCI), which translate brain activity into commands for devices, essentially 

allowing direct control of devices from one’s brain activity. 

Brain	 Computer Interfaces 

A Brain Computer Interface (BCI) allows the interpretation of brain signals that allow for 

the control of another device or feedback to the user. A key feature in BCI is that it does 

not use the normal motor pathways to interpret the brain signals. BCI’s either rely on the 

user’s ability to modulate their brain signals, or activity evoked by some external stimuli. 

These are endogenous and exogenous respectively. Here we develop a framework for an 

endogenous BCI wherein a subject’s brain is interfaced with the help of EEG, to improve 

their cerebral activity. The BCI system was optimized to identify sources of activity 

relevant to the task at hand in order to reduce the amount of miscommunication between 

brain and machine. The BCI then identifies relevant EEG features in order to pass a 

decision to the device used by the subject. 

5 
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Brain	 Computer Interfaces – EEG features 

EEG signals are hard to make sense of on their own, but they carry a vast amount of 

information that can be extracted using complex features that summarize the activity. 

Several features have been shown to correlate with tasks performed by the subject or 

stimuli presented to the subject. Before a feature is chosen, it is common to find an 

Event-Related Potential (ERP). This is a waveform calculated from averaging multiple 

EEG signals from the same channel or component time-locked to a specific event. The 

ERP waveform is shown in Figure 4 The averaging diminishes the effect of all other non-

Figure 4 an ERP waveform obtained from averaging 8 trials of an event. The bottom waveform is the average of the 

amplitude-color coded wavforms above it 

event related phenomena (noise/other neurons) by assuming they have a mean of zero. 

This describes the temporal activity of the brain but it relies on averaging several events 

in order to generate a reliable descriptor. [10] 

As stated earlier, BCI systems can be exogenous or endogenous. Exogenous BCIs mostly 

use the P300 response or Steady State Visually Evoked Potentials. Endogenous BCIs 

mostly use Movement Related Cortical Potentials or Event Related 

Desynchronization/Synchronization. These are discussed further below. 

6 
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P300 response 

The P300 or “oddball” response is a waveform seen when a subject is presented with a 

stimulus that is significantly different from all the other stimuli that were presented 

temporaaly or spatially.[11] The P300 response appears either when the subject is 

actively looking for a different stimulus or when presented with the same. [12]. It is 

characterized by the appearance of high amplitude 300 ms after the onset of the stimulus. 

A representation of the P300 waveform is shown in Figure 5. This response has been 

used to create a BCI that helped people with multiple sclerosis to browse the web [13] 

Figure 5 The P300 response from one channel of EEG 

Steady	 State	 Visually	 Evoked	 Potentials (SSVP) 

Steady State Visually Evoked Potentials are responses of the brain that generate 

frequencies that are similar or multiples of the frequency of the stimulus that the subject 

is paying attention to. [14] When the subject is looking at a screen that is flashing at a 

specific frequency, their EEG produced a similar frequency in the EEG. When the subject 

moved their attention to the screen adjacent, the frequency in the visual cortex EEG 
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matched that of the screen being observed. 

Movement Related Cortical Potentials (MRCP) 

Movement Related Cortical Potential (MRCP) is a slow low frequency (<4Hz) waveform 

that is seen during the onset of a movement [15]. It is characterized by a slow decrease in 

EEG amplitude in the sub 5Hz frequency that is considered to be a cortical representation 

of motor preparation. The movement intentions can be predicted 100 ms before the start 

of the movement [16]. An average representative MRCP is shown in Figure 6The MRCP 

Figure 6 An average representative MRCP waveform. 

tends to be useful in goal-oriented movements, but does not tend to yield good results in 

non-goal-oriented or imagined goal-oriented movements [17]. 

Event 	Related	Synchronization 	and	Desynchronization 	(ERD/ERS) 

Lastly, Event Related Synchronization and Desynchronization (ERD/ERS) describe the 

attenuation of power in one frequency band and an increase of power in another. 

Typically, in the alpha (8-12Hz) and beta (13-30Hz) bands respectively. The general 
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assumption is this phenomena is caused by different states of synchrony in neuron 

populations due to the event. [18] In other words, the difference in actively firing 

neuronal populations causes frequency modulations. A representation of ERD/ERS in the 

time-frequency domain is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7 A representation of ERD/ERS phenomena in the time-frequency domain 

For a BCI in a neuro-rehabilitation setting, it is important to have an endogenous feature 

as it is important to facilitate self-paced voluntary movements. As can be seen in figure 8, 

Endogenous feature using BCIs take much longer to train compared to exogenous 

systems, as the user needs to learn how to manipulate their brain signals. Even though it 

takes a long time, endogenous systems are worthwhile as they help in neuroplasticity. 

[19] Exogenous features are able to transfer much more information to a BCI due to the 

simplicity of the features but they are primarily used for monitoring brain activity, not 

neuro-rehabilition. Our overarching goal is closed-loop BCI to drive neurorehabilitation 

and therefore, we are only interested in endogenous EEG features that are related to 

visuomotor task performance. 
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Figure 8 The Information Transfer Rate and Training Time for Different EEG features used in BCI 

applications 

Signal to	 noise ratio	 for	 online BCI 

Although EEG is a cheap and non-invasive way for diagnosis of neurological diseases 

and allows for the direct control of devices for the disabled, it is very challenging to make 

use of the raw EEG signal. It has been almost a hundred years since man has discovered 

these small electrical perturbations, but a lot can be done to improve the way they can be 

used. The largest challenge in decrypting EEG is the amount of noise in the EEG signal. 

Since the signal itself is at such a small scale (microvolt oscillations) the sensors used 

need to be highly sensitive. Due to their high sensitivity, the sensors pickup unwanted 

signals that are not from the brain. Noise in EEG can be picked up from several sources 

such as movement, blinking, EOG, EMG, ECG, and electrical interference. Several 

methods have been developed that identify and eliminate noise sources from the signal 

using their frequency or time domain characteristics. [20]. A high signal to noise ratio is 
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important to successfully implement a BCI for cerebral rehabilitation to prevent false 

readings. 

MRCP has a low signal to noise ratio due to the low frequency range that they occur in. 

This is due to the fact that high impedance electrodes used in common EEG systems 

introduce a lot of low frequency noise in the presence of moisture and heat[21]ERD/ERS 

features on the other hand do not suffer from this problem as they are in a mid frequency 

range, free of most artifacts. These features reflect the activity of the pre-motor and motor 

cortex areas to reflect movement intention and imagination [22] and can be used to help 

rehabilitation by detecting movement intention in conditions that impair movement. 

Event Related	 Synchronization	 and	 Desynchronization	 (ERD/ERS) in 

Movement and Imagery 

We’re interested in using ERD/ERS as the feature of choice, even though it has a long 

training time and lower information transfer rate. It has been shown to spatially 

correspond to areas of the brain that are associated with a motor event. Spatial analysis of 

the signals showing ERD/ERS using a spline surface Laplacian corresponded to the 

cortical areas associated with the specific movement.[23] This is important as it can 

further help in the classifying the movement intent. The ERD is interpreted as increased 

cortical activity, while the ERS as decreased cortical activity. [24]. A desynchronized 

EEG means that a small patch of neurons in the whole mass of neurons is acting 

independently and leading to a decrease in EEG power. ERS on the other hand, occurs 

due to a rebound effect, as neurons that were engaged in the activity, all of a sudden, have 

“nothing to do” [25] During voluntary movement, an ERD in the alpha (8-12 Hz) and 
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beta(13-30 Hz) band followed by an ERS in the beta band is observed. The frequency 

bands which show an ERS as well as the time delay after the event when it shows up is 

subject and task specific. [26] This requires us to find a specific frequency band that 

works for each subject. 

Independent Component Analysis 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a promising method of separating the source 

of signals from the noise. .ICA learns a linear decomposition of the data that takes 

advantage of certain statistical properties of the signals detected by a series of detectors 

ICA is able to separate the signal into several components that can additively recompose 

the original signal by finding a mixing/unmixing matrix. It is however, not able to 

recover the original scaling of the sources. The ICA breaks down the sensor signal X into 

source Signals S such that: 

� = �� �� �� = � 

where A is the mixing matrix used to construct the sensor data from the source data; and 

W is the unmixing matrix used to construct the source data from the sensor data. And 

� = �!! 

ICA is achieved by several algorithms such as fastICA, InfomaxICA, Jade, SOBI and the 

list goes on, but they are all trying to do something similar. All the algorithms try to 

iteratively maximize the entropy between the extracted sources. They assume that the 

sources are non/sub Gaussian and independent of each other. In EEG, this holds true as 

the brain and non-brain related sources are independent of each other..In an automated 

setting, ICA has been widely used to detect and remove artifacts from the signal. This is 
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achieved by removing the noise component when reconstructing the sensor level signal. 

The noisy sources are identified by their power spectral properties and their spatial 

patterns generated on the scalp. [27] Brain related sources typically have a power 

spectrum that has a 1/frequency trend with a peak at 10Hz [28] while non-brain related 

sources have different distributions. Examples of sources identified by an ICA are shown 

in Figure 9. In a BCI application however, the use of ICA in an online signal separation is 

very difficult due to the computational complexity of the algorithm. It takes at least twice 

the acquisition time to run the algorithm. Additionally, the ICA algorithm does not come 

up with the same solution all the time, due to its random seed based optimization routine. 

[29]. 

SNR improvement using	 spatial filtering	 for single-trial analysis 

Most EEG features used were discovered by averaging dozens of trials in order to get a 

waveform or time-frequency change that describes the event. The averaging is able to get 

rid of background noise without which, the true signal would not be discovered. This is 

not possible in a BCI as only one trial of the EEG is available to draw as much 

information as possible. One common way to get rid of noise is to use a spatial filter that 

can be applied to the EEG signal in real time to get rid of noise. The most common 

method for spatially filtering the EEG is with a Common Spatial Patterns (CSP)[30] 

filter. The method of CSPs finds a decomposition of the groups of recordings of different 

classes of data into modes that are common to all groups, but maximally suited to 

distinguish between the groups. Mathematically, the method relies on the simultaneous 

diagonalization of two matrices closely related to the covariance matrices [31] 

13 
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Figure 9 Examples of Independent Component Scalp Topographies, with their time courses and power spectrums. Left: 

Muscle Artifact from the nose. Middle: Brain Source mixed with some EMG. Right: Brain source 

ICA method has also been shown to create spatial filters that can reconstruct signals that 

are relevant to the task to classify motor imagery[32]. This method relies on an expert to 

pick components relative to the task performed. ICA has also been used to spatially filter 

out noise from the EEG signal, with an automated method for selecting the noise 

filters[33]. There has been no automated way to pick the components that are the source 

of the task performed by the subject. ERD/ERS showing sources have features have non-

gaussian distributions, [34] which can be detected by ICA. By running ICA only on data 

related to the task, and applying prior knowledge about the scalp topography of the task, 

as well as common artifact forms, one can identify components that are relevant to the 

task. Once the component of task related activity is identified, one can create a spatial 

filter from this. The unmixing matrix provides weights to each channel of data, to 

construct a series of component activities. Furthermore, by running the ICA 

decomposition several times, reliable columns of the unmixing matrix can be found by 

finding the most repeatable columns. A flowchart representing this scheme can be seen in 

Figure 10. Here we use the ICA method to generate spatial filters as it has been used to 

accurately localize sources of signals related to specific brain activity [35]. By this logic, 
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we believed that the spatial filters generated from ICA are the sources relevant to the 

motor task and they should theoretically show the maximum amount of discriminative 

power for the BCI features. 

BCI – Classifier 

In this thesis, implemented the simplest stable classifier to test the proposed 

preprocessing pipeline. Here, the development of a BCI is for the delivery of feedback or 

limb movement during a visuomotor task for neurorehabilitation. Therefore, the classifier 

needs to work with small training data that can be availed from the patient.. A 

Regularized Fisher’s Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was found most suitable as a 

New EEG	 data 

Spatial	Filters	 

Source	Signals	 

EEG	training	
data 

Extract	Event	
Related Time 
Segments 

Run ICA	 on
these time 
segments 

Determine
Task 	Related	 
Components 

Extract Columns
of Unmixing
Matrix	 

Spatial	Filters	 

Figure 10 Flowchart representing the steps taken to generate a spatial filter for the real time task 

related source activity reconstruction. 
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--more complex classification rule would not be suitable for a dataset so small. [36]. 

Furthermore, for a closed-loop BCI used for neurorehabilitation, low variance is more 

important than low bias since the human in loop can adapt during motor learning to 

reduce the bias. This classifier has good generalization capabilities as outliers don’t affect 

it as much. It has a low computational requirement in implementation making it suitable 

for BCI applications. 

Methods 

A flowchart representing this scheme can be seen in Figure 11. This method was 

automated and tested against an “artifact-free” EEG signal in a binary classification of 

left and right button clicks performed by 22 subjects. In this study, the EEG data was 

split into three different datasets, which undergo different kinds of preprocessing, before 

feature extraction is performed. One method is optimized for generating EEG data with 

no noise and the other is optimized to generate a spatial filter that will only allow the 

passage of EEG signals that are related to the hand movements of the subject, while the 

last one has an extra component of testing the reliability of the signal source. In other 

words, one method focuses on finding the noise in the signal, while the methods 

proposed, focus on finding signal in noise. 

Data Collection and Selection 

The data was sourced from the Child Mind Institute, where it was used to study cognition 

changes with the help of eye tracking. This data was selected as it had been recorded by 

an EGI Hydrocel 128-electrode montage, had EOG electrodes, and had markers for the 

exact times a button was pressed by the participant. During the data collection the 
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following instructions were given to the participants: 

“Fixate on the central dot. Press the LEFT button with LEFT hand when the 

LEFT-tilted pattern gets stronger. Press the RIGHT button with RIGHT hand 

when the RIGHT-tilted pattern gets stronger. Work as quickly as you can without 

making mistakes. Press the mouse button to begin” 

The data had markers for when the left/right button was pressed by a participant. The 

time taken from the stimulus to the actual time the button was pressed was disregarded as 

this verification was only done to see if the hand involved in the button clicks could be 

distinguished regardless of the reaction time. Whether or not the participant pressed the 

right button corresponding to the stimulus was also disregarded, as this was not viewed as 

a dependent variable. The data consisted of 34 subjects with age ranges from 18-44 years. 

Out of these 34 subjects, 12 had to be discarded, as the button clicks were less than 500 

ms apart. The small time in between the button clicks make it hard to distinguish one 

event from the next event, as the feature used to distinguish events for this study is 

dependent on events being at least 500 ms apart. For each subject, only the EEG data -

250 to 250 ms around the left/right button clicks was extracted and all other data points 

were discarded. The resulting data matrix for each subject was of size C×P×T, where C is 

the number of EEG channels, P is the number of points in the time period around each 

button click (250 points for a 500Hz sampling rate), and T is the total number of button 

clicks. 
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Filtering and	 Pipeline Splitting 

As a first standard step in EEG preprocessing, the data is high pass filtered at 0.5Hz to 

get rid of low frequency noise. After this step the EEG data is split into three different 

processing pipelines. The two different pipelines are discussed in detail below. For 

reference sake, they will be referred to as the Noise Removal, Signal Extraction and 

Reliable Signal Extraction Pipelines. The flowchart representing these pipelines is shown 

in Figure 11. 

Raw	EEG	Data	 

Extraction	of	Data	-250	to	
250	ms	around	events	of	 

interest 

High	 Pass	
Ziltering	 

Independent	
Component	
Analysis	 

Statistical	
Channel 
Rejection	 

Scalp	
Topography	and	
Artifact	Check	 

DetermineComponents	
that	are 	Reliable 

Eye	movement	
Regression	 

Spatial	Filters	 
Scalp	

Topography	and	
Artifact	Check	 

Rejected	
Channel 

Interpolation	 

Multiple 	Independent	
Component	Analyses	 

	Filtered 	EEG	data	for
feature	 extraction	 Spatial	Filters	 Reconstructed	EEG	data	

for	 feature	 extraction	 

Reliably	Ziltered	EEG	
data for	 feature	 
extraction	 

Figure 11: Flowchart representing the steps taken to compare different methods for EEG 

signal preparation before feature extraction 
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Noise	 Removal Pipeline 

1. Channel Rejection 

Each channel is checked using its measure of kurtosis, log joint probability and variance 

in the power spectral density in the 0-2 Hz range. Kurtosis or the 4th order moment is 

used measure the “tailedness” of the frequency distribution. Kurtosis allows rejecting 

channels that have sharp peaks in the time domain. Any channel that has a kurtosis value 

above 3 times the standard deviation of all the kurtosis values was considered to be noisy 

and rejected. The typical effects of preprocessing the EEG data are shown in Figure 12 

This figure was constructed using the kurtosis of each channel before and after the 

preprocessing step.. The log joint probability is also a useful measure to find improbable 

EEG data. First a probability distribution function P(x) for all data points was calculated 

for all channels, and then this probability was used to calculate a log joint probability J(e) 

for the channel e, given by, 

Figure 12 Typical effect of preprocessing the EEG data on the kurtosis value of each channel. Higher amount of red imply 

those channels have signals that are further away from the normal distribution. Left: Raw EEG data. Right: Preprocessed 

EEG data. 
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!∈!! 

where Ae is the every data point for that channel. A channel with a joint log probability 

more than 4 times the standard deviation of all the joint log probabilities was rejected. 

Lastly, the power spectral density of all the electrodes was calculated. An electrode was 

rejected if it had a power spectral density that was greater than 4 times the standard 

deviation of the power spectra of all the channels. 

2. Eye	movement	Regression 

The electrode montage used also had the ability to record EOG signals which were then 

used to remove the effects of the eye movement of the EEG signal. The EOG (N) 

removed EEG signal (S) is given by: 

� = � − � ∗ � 

where X is the EEG signal and B is least squares estimated solution of the relationship 

between EEG and EOG, given by ��� = � ∗ ��� 

3. Rejected	 Channel Interpolation 

The rejected channels from the statistical and power spectral measures were interpolated 

using the channels around them. The channels were interpolated using spherical 

splines.[37] Spherical splines assume that the potential V(ri) at any point ri can be 

represented by: 

! 

� �! = �! + �!�! cos �! , �! 
!!! 
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where the function �! ∗ of order m is given by 

!
1 2� + 1

�! � = ! �!(�);4� � � + 1!!! 

where �!(�) are Legendre polynomials of order n 

and �!, … , �! are constants estimated by solving the simultaneous equations 

�!!� + �!�! = � 

�!� = 0 

where �!! ∈ �!×! whose entries are �!! �, � = �!(cos �! , �! ) and � ∈ �!×! are the 

potentials measured at the good channels and �! = 1,1,… 1 ! 

The resulting EEG signal after this step is then used for feature extraction and further 

classification. 

Signal Extraction	 Pipeline 

1. Independent	Component	Analysis 

The EEG data after high pass filtering was subjected to the extended Infomax ICA 

algorithm which can also de-mix sub and super Gaussian source distributions. [38] This 

blind source separation algorithm was chosen due to its high level of Mutual Information 

Reduction, and ease of use as a MATLAB plugin. [39] The algorithm was able to create a 

weight matrix and source signals with a number of components equal to the rank of the 

data, such that: 

= �!×!"#$ ∗ �!"#$×!�!×! 
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where X is the EEG signal, n is the number of channels, t is the number of data points, A 

is the full rank mixing matrix and S is the source signal. The algorithm has been 

demonstrated to separate eye blinks and line noise from weak brain signals as addends of 

the entire EEG signal with coefficients described by the mixing matrix A. This algorithm 

was only fed time instances -250 to 250 ms around the event of interest. This was done in 

order to capture the source activity when it has a non-Gaussian distribution. When the 

entire signal is taken into consideration, the source activity can blend in as just another 

Gaussian. 

2. Scalp	 Topography	 and	 Artifact Check 

The prior knowledge that the signal used to discriminate the two different movements, 

being in the pre-motor and motor cortex helped build a prior probabilistic model to 

identify components of the signal that were related to the events. This led to the next 

assumption that the signal at the scalp level will be concentrated at the areas directly 

radially outward from pre-motor and motor cortex. Since the Independent Component 

mixing matrix rows can be considered a series of spatial filters that multiply the source 

signals with “loadings” on each electrode. This implies that the component carrying the 

signal of interest will have large loadings on the electrodes that are near the pre-motor 

and motor cortex. Since the electrode placements can change, an image analysis approach 

was used to find out the scalp topography activation of a component. Additionally, the 

component was also screened for artifacts using a supervised classifier trained on 

components had labeled by experts as artifactual or brain related sources also known as 

MARA. [40] 

The image analysis was performed by generating a scalp topography of the component 
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and computing the activation at predefined areas. The scalp topography was generated 

using the absolute value of a surf plot minus the median value. The surf plot took into 

account the channel locations relative to generalized model of the human head and the 

loading of the specific channel, shown in Figure 13 This made sure that the difference in 

channel locations among the subjects does not result in a large difference in scalp 

topography for the same component. A binary image filter shown in Figure 4was used to 

measure the amount of activity in the area of interest. This area was chosen as the spatial 

distribution of neuronal activity during a motor task lies directly beneath this area on the 

cortical surface [41]. The area within the area of interest that has a value greater than 0 is 

calculated. If this area is greater than 50% of the area of interest, the component is 

deemed related to the activity. It was assumed that the at least half of the area would 

show activity as the task is related to a contralateral activity in the brain. This level was 

chosen to make sure the scalp pattern of the component actually carries the signal of 

interest. 

Figure 13 Left: Scalp topography generated by the weight column of an ICA and channel locations. Right: A binary 

mask used to measure the amount of activity in the area of interest. 
Even though there is activity in the area of interest, there is a need to check if the 

component also carries noise. In a lot of cases, the components thought to carry activity 
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were also carrying noise. This step prevented the selection of components that carried 

irrelevant information. MARA was used to carry out this artifact removal. It selects the 

components that are artifactual, and these are removed from further analysis. MARA uses 

features from the spatial, temporal and frequency domain to determine whether or not a 

component is an artifact. 

The components selected were then used to project the EEG time course as signal source 

time course by using a simply matrix multiplication to high pass filtered raw EEG data. 

The source signal S was generated by 

�!×! = (�!×!)!! ∗ �!×! 

where c is the number of selected components. The source signal S is then used for 

feature extraction. 

Reliable	 Signal Extraction Pipeline 

This pipeline is similar to the previously described pipeline except there is an extra step 

of finding reliable components. After high pass filtering, the data is subjected to 30 

Independent Component Analyses with the extended Infomax ICA algorithm. The 

reliability of the components was determined using a framework similar to RELICA[29]. 

The Components are then clustered using a linkage clustering algorithm with a distance 

metric defined by the absolute value of correlation between the components. The number 

of clusters was found using the gap statistic[42]. This statistic compares the clustering 

efficiency of the data and that of several uniform randomly distributed datasets that lie on 

the principle components of the dataset being clustered. Once the clusters are formed, 

intra cluster correlation matrix is calculated to find the most reliable cluster. The clusters 
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with a high cluster quality index were considered reliable. Cluster Quality Qi for a cluster 

i was defined as: 

��!"#$!! − 
��!"" �! = ! !�!"#$!! �!"" 

where ��!"#$!! is the sum of the absolute value of intra cluster correlation matrix for 

cluster i, �!"#$!! is the number of components in the cluster I , ��!""is the sum of the 

absolute value of the of the correlation matrix of all components and �!"" is the total 

number of components from all the ICA iterations. 

The component corresponding to the highest sum of row/column of the intra cluster 

correlation matrix is then considered the representative component for that cluster. A 

cluster was deemed reliable when its correlation matrix exceeded 90%. After selecting 

the most reliable components, they are further checked for amount of activity in the area 

of interest as well as presence of artifact with MARA, similar to the previously discussed 

pipeline. The components can be shown on a two-dimensional plane using t-stochastic 

neighbor embedding [43] with a distance metric defined by the absolute value of the 

correlation matrix of the components. The 2 dimensional components can be viewed in 

Figure 14. 
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Similar to the previously discussed pipeline, the raw EEG time course is multiplied by 

the pseudo inverse of the selected components. 

Figure 14 Two-dimensional scatter plot showing the t-SNE representation of the 118 dimensional components using the 

absolute value of the correlation matrix. The x and y values don’t matter as this only serves as a visual representation of the 

correlation of the components 
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Feature Extraction 

For all three different voltage time courses, the feature extraction was done in the same 

way. A common feature that portrays the event related synchronization or 

desynchronization of neural activity, known as ERD/ERS was used in this study. This 

feature has been shown to have significant discriminating power during the execution of 

movements [44]. To compute these features, firstly, the change in power spectral density 

at 38 different frequency bands of different length was computed for every 

channel/source. The change in frequency before and after the event can be visualized as a 

spectrogram, which depicts the frequency components of a signal in different time bins. 

This is shown in Figure 15. The frequency bands used for feature extraction consisted 

sliding bands of lengths of 2,4,8 and 16 Hz from 8Hz to 30Hz. The 8 to 30 Hz frequency 

band was prioritized, as it has been shown to have a decrease in power during motor 

execution [41]. For a specific frequency band, the power spectral density was calculated 

before and after the task ([-250:0] and [0:250]). Finally, the feature for each frequency 

band and channel/source was calculated as the percentage change in power spectral 

density after the event relative to power spectral density before the event. A feature F for 

trial t, channel/source s and frequency band g is computed by: 

!!"#$!!,!,!!!!"#$%!!,!,!�!,!,! = ×100
!!"#$%!!,!,! 
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Figure 15 Typical Spectrogram for a button click. Shown for Channel C4 during a left hand button click. Red: increase in 

power, blue: decrease in power 

where �!"#$%!!,!,! 
and �!"#$!!,!,! 

are the power spectral density for trial t, channel/source s 

and frequency band g, before and after the event. 

Feature Selection and	 Classification 

For the filtered EEG data, 4484 features are generated and the class labels are given by 

which button was pressed by the subject (left or right). The source data had 38 times the 

number of sources that were selected but it was generally lower than the number of 

features for Raw or filtered data. It was important to get the proper channel and frequency 

band that corresponded to the event, so that a classifier can be easily used to distinguish 

these events. The frequency bands, channel, and timing that show a synchronization or 

desynchronization vary from individual to individual[45]. For a left button click, we can 

see in Figure 16 that the power spectral changes are different for the same channel in 

different subjects. We can see that the desynchronization only occurs consistently in the 8 

to 25Hz on the left subject, while it occurs consistently in 18 to 30 Hz on the right 

subject. An unequal variance t-test or Welch’s t-test[46] was performed at a 95% 
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significance, for each feature grouped by class left or right. Features were selected when 

the null hypothesis of the means being the same, was rejected (p<0.05). This drastically 

reduced the number of features that were relevant to the classification task. For example 

the 4484 features from filtered EEG had reduced to 150 features. Figure 17 illustrates the 

reduction in the channels used in the classifier for the filtered and interpolated EEG data. 

We can see that the channels selected are mainly in over the pre-motor, motor and visual 

cortex area. 

Figure 17 Typical example of the channels selected by the feature selection algorithm for preprocessed EEG data. 

Figure 16 Power Spectrum averaged over all button clicks for Channel C3 for two different subjects. 

Cross validation 

After the feature selection step for all 4 different feature sets, a fivefold cross validation 

was performed with a linear discriminant classifier (LDA) [47] to test the level of 
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discrimination that can be achieved by each feature set. The data set is divided into a 

number of subsets, called folds. Each fold had both types of classes. Each fold was used 

as a testing set while the rest of the data was used as training set for a linear discriminant 

classifier. After training, the training and the testing error provided information on the 

underfitting versus overfitting. In this study, our goal is to compare the preprocessing 

pipeline using a simple stable classifier (i.e., LDA) where underfitting (high bias) is 

better than overfitting (high variance) during its application in human-in-loop BCI for 

neurorehabilitation. Here, human can reduce the bias during closed-loop BCI application. 

Therefore, we did not optimize the classifier for best performance. The correct rate of the 

classifier was calculated for each fold it was tested on. The resulting correct rate of the 

classifier for the feature set was the average correct rate over all the folds tested. The 

resulting confusion matrix is the sum of the confusion matrix terms across all the folds. 

Computational Time	 Factor 

The amount of time taken to reject channels, remove eye movements and interpolate 

channels was timed for every subject. The time taken to multiply the raw data with a 

spatial filter from the ICA was also timed. As well as the time it took to extract feature 

for each feature set. All of these were timed using the MATLAB tic toc function to see 

the speed of the algorithms. 
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Results 

Time 

In this thesis, we aimed to develop an EEG preprocessing pipeline that can identify task-

relevant signal from noisy EEG for online synchronous BCI application with binary 

output. We needed to know the speed of the processes in order to figure out the output 

frequency of the BCI. Preprocessing a single segment of 500ms of the data took 

2.05±0.55 seconds while the application of the spatial filter ranged from 100 �s to 1ms. 

There was a fair amount of channels being rejected and interpolated due to abnormal 

kurtosis, abnormal low frequency power or improbable data. The time taken to 

preprocess a segment of data does not seem to have a correlation with the number of 

channels that were statistically rejected (Correlation = 0.3). A scatter plot of this is shown 

in figure 18. After feature selection the feature extraction took a much longer time for the 

channel data than the source data (p<0.0023) and can be observed in Figure 19. The 

classification times were negligible due to the simplicity of an LDA classifier, which only 

took 1�s to classify the features. When added up, for a 500ms sample of data, the total 

time taken to preprocess if necessary, extract features and classify, are used to calculate a 

decision frequency for a BCI that uses a sliding window. These frequencies are shown in 

figure 20. We see that the decision frequency is the lowest for the preprocessed group, 

but the decision frequencies for the raw and source features had similar medians around 

76 and 89 Hz respectively. 
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Figure 18 Number of channels rejected for the amount of time it took to preprocess data 

`Figure 19 Boxplots showing the difference in mean amount of time taken to extract features from each feature set for each 
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Figure 20 Decision Frequency of different feature sets. 

Feature Selection	 and	 Cross validation 

Channel numbers, or more specifically, channel locations were identified by the feature 

selection algorithm, with which a heat map was created on the representative scalp in 

Figure 21. The higher the density of channels selected in an area, the higher the heat map 

value would be at that location. The same step also identifies frequency bands that show 

ERD/ERS to sufficiently distinguish classes. For channels that are used as standard motor 

function descriptors (C3 on the left hemisphere and C4 on the right), a histogram of all 

the frequency components that were selected by the algorithm are shown in figure 21. We 

observe peaks in the frequency bands that are known to correspond to the alpha and 
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lower beta frequency bands. C3 has more of an alpha and higher beta component selected 

that C4 does not have. 

Figure 21 Top: The scalp topography of the channel locations that were selected across the subjects. Bottom: Frequency 

components selected by the feature selection algorithm from all the subjects at channel C3 and C4; channels most 

commonly used for motor BCI. Left: C3, which is associated with movements of the right hand. Right: C4 which is 

associated with movements of the left hand. 
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The classifier performance was analyzed for each feature set overall, looking at the 

overall confusion matrix for all classifiers trained for each feature set. The overall 

confusion matrices can be seen in Table 1. It can be observed that the overall 

classification performances are around the same. From raw, to preprocessed, to source, 

the accuracy goes from 82% to 87% and back down to 85%. Overall, there is not a 

significant change in Accuracy rate. The True Left Rate (TL/(TL+FL)) goes from 87%, 

to 90% and lowers down to 86%. The True Right Rate goes from 77%, to 83% and even 

higher to 86%. One advantage of the source signal is that the true left rate and true right 

rate become similar even though there is a bias in the data. There were more right-handed 

button clicks, than there were left-handed ones. This can also be seen in figure 22. 

Table 1: Grand Confusion Matrices of Each Feature Set 

TL/TR = True Left/Right | PL/PR = Predicted Left/Right ToPr/ToCl = 

Total Predictions/Class Members 

Raw EEG Preprocessed EEG Source 

TL TR ToPr TL TR ToPr TL TR ToPr 

PL 

PR 

ToCl 

341 91 432 

47 308 355 

353 68 421 

35 331 366 

332 57 

56 342 

389 

398 

388 399 787 388 399 787 388 399 787 

For the rest of analysis, we looked at how the different feature sets were affecting the 
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consistency of the classifier across all the subjects. We mainly focused on the variance of 

the classification performance to get a sense of the reliability of the system.The feature 

selection algorithm was able to reduce the variance in the classification correct rate (F-

Test p<0.0001). On average the feature selection algorithm improved the correct rate by 

40% more than the classifier trained on all features, and it also gave rise to a more 

consistent/stable classifiers. The measures of the classification correct rate for both sets 

of features for all classifiers trained are shown in Figure 22 Finding a reliable source 

signal, however, proved to be ineffective in improving the classification outcomes. It was 

Figure 22 Classification Accuracies of different feature sets used to verify the systems 

found to be worse than a single ICA decomposition. The classification rates for reliable 

sources and single decomposition sources can also be seen in Figure 22 The variance of 
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the classification rates over the population is constant when going from raw EEG to 

preprocessed EEG (F Test p=0.78). However the variance increased when going from 

raw EEG features to the source features as well as from preprocessed to source (F-test 

values at p=0.02 and p=0.04.) suggesting that the system is harder to implement 

consistently across the population when using source-space features. 

When analyzing the true positive rate, specifically for the left and right button click 

prediction, we see that there is a change in all subject wide variability in the true positive 

rate for the left button click. We see that the variability in classifier true positive rate for 

clicking the left button becomes smaller when sources are used for feature extraction. But 

the opposite effect occurs on the true positive rate for right button clicks, as their 

variability becomes larger as there are more outliers from the Inter-quartile range. We can 

see this in figure 23. 
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Figure 23 True positive rates for left and right button clicks across all subjects. Top: True Positive Rate for Right Button Click. 

Bottom: True Positive Rate for Left Button Click. 
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Discussion 

This study was initiated to study the reliability of ICA in order to find the source signal 

that is relevant to a task. We had first worked on finding task relevant ICs by using an 

image analysis based approach, and then testing them against MARA for the presence of 

artifacts. We found that simply using the amount of activity in a masked area of interest 

on the scalp was able to find reliable sources (tested with RELICA) that were not 

artifacts. Of course a few of them were still artefacts, so we decided to incorporate 

MARA into the preprocessing pipeline to only get sources that are spatially relevant and 

have no artifacts. Then, we decided to validate these sources by seeing how well they can 

reliably predict movements by using a cross validation approach. Since the ICA is able to 

decompose the entire EEG signal into a series of source signals by acting like several 

spatial filters, we tried to use them in a BCI training scenario with a very simple classifier 

to test the validity of the source signals in discerning simple movement tasks. We used an 

EEG feature (ERD/ERS) that had been proven to discriminate movements effectively, as 

well as spatially localize the movement related signals in the brain. 

The Independent Components source spatial filter method performed worse in terms of 

variability in accuracy across the subjects. It has a larger variance across the subjects it 

was tested on, and so is not so consistent in generating a reliable model to build a BCI on 

compated to the raw or preprocessed EEG data. It can “beamform” and can extract 

features much faster than the raw signal, in some cases, due to the dimensionality 

reduction. They were however, able increase the stability/reliability of the true positive 

rate of the left-button click, compared to that of the raw or preprocessed data. This was 

improved over the feature set derived from the raw or preprocessed EEG which, on the 
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other hand, improved the true positive rate of the left hand button click. We observed 

from the feature selection phase that there were not as many discriminating features 

selected from the right side of the brain compared to the left side. This argument in 

strengthened by the fact that more channels and more frequency bands were able to 

discriminate on the left side of the brain, associated with the movements of the right 

hand. The fact that the data had a slight bias as there were more right button clicks than 

left button clicks in the dataset when viewed from subject to subject, could also be a 

reason why the detection of the right button clicks was more accurate than the left. There 

is a chance this system can be employed as a “rescue” operation to improve the 

performance for one specific class. It needs to be tested with more data as the median 

number of button clicks was 24, and more data would be better to train the ICA to 

separate the sources 

When only the reliable sources were used to make sure the ICA decomposition was not 

just stuck in a local minima, the system gave worse reults in terms of reliability and 

classifier accuracy. It seems that the most reliable sources are also the ones that have 

obvious noise in them. Figure 24 is an example of a reliable signal, which is actually a 

mixture of brain signal and noise, and not entirely useful. However, this needs to be 

further tested to see the distribution of reliable sources that are classified as noise. 
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The system however was not able to consistently model the changes in the brain during a 

motor task with the help of spatial filters generated form ICA with a simple LDA 

classifier. The proposed preprocessing pipeline improved the condition number, as shown 

in Figure 25, which is expected since the preprocessing identified primarily the signal 

sources (few) without many noise sources, i.e., condition number close to 1. Raw and 

even Clean EEG have very high condition number (~1020) which means that the signal 

sources are close to zero when compared to the noise sources. Furthermore, decrease in 

condition number means that the features derived from the source space are less likely to 

cause large changes in decision, when small changes occur. This means that it is a more 

robust feaure space for a simple classifier. Nevertheless, the variability in the true 

positive rate across trials in our proposed preprocessing pipeline needs to be addressed 

using a regularized LDA. Here, the regularization can be performed to mnimize the 

variance during cross-validation with small training data usually feasible in a clinical 

(out-of-the-lab) setting. This is proposed as future work on the classifier improvement. 
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Figure 35 Condition number of the covariance matrices of the the features extracted from the three 

different pipelines 

This system can be extended to a multi class classification task by modifying the feature 

selection algorithm to select features that discriminate between one class vs. the rest of 

the classes. This has already been done on a genomic setting to identify features for 

several classes and can be easily applied to this case [48]. This will still need to be tested 

in an online setting with feedback so that there is training in both human and machine, as 

it has been shown that user also needs to be trained to use the BCI. This coupling of 

human and BCI to control or predict requires a long training time coupled with feedback 

using principles of human learning theory[49]. 
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Appendix 

Programming 

All the testing was done in MATLAB with the EEGLAB toolbox. The MARA and 

Automagic toolboxes were also used 

Preprocessing	 and	 Feature	 Extraction/Selection 

% Make sure the eeglab directory contains the MARA plugin and the 
AutoMagic 
% Plugin 
% Make sure the mask file is called Mask.mat 
% input the filename of the raw EEG, cell array of 2 event types, directory 
% of the Mask files, the directory of eeglab and number of ICA iterations 

function 
[Filters,SourceSignal,FeatsChanS,CleanChanS,ChanFreqS,FeatsDirtS,DirtChanS,Dirt 
FreqS,FeatsSourceS,SourceChanS,SourceFreqS,EEGBackProjectedClean,EEGRaw,EEGClea 
n] = TrainBCI(foilname,eventTypes,timerange,MaskDir,EEGLabDir,ICAiterations) 
% Inputs: 
% foilname - filename of the .raw EGI file format: 'Filename.raw' . 
% eventTypes - cell array containing two types of events on which the 
% BCI is being trained e.g. {'12','13'}. 
% MaskDir - directory of mask files that are in a .mat file. This mat 

% file should contain a binary image called 'BW' that is a 
% 656x875 logical matrix. 
% EEGLabDir - directory of eeglab. 
% ICAiterations - number of ICA iterations to perform in case 
% reliability needs to be checked. Reliability will not be checked if 
% this value <2. 

preArgs = 
struct('filter_params',struct('filter_mode',filterType),'channel_rejection_para 
ms',struct('kurt_thresh',3.5,'prob_thresh',4,'spec_thresh',4,'interpolation_par 
ams',struct('method','spherical')),'pca_params',struct('lambda',-
1),'ica_params',struct('bool',0),'perform_eog_regression',1,'eeg_system',struct 
('name','EGI','eog_chans',[],'tobe_excluded_chans',[],'loc_file',FilesDir),'per 
form_reduce_channels',0,'original_file',FilesDir); 

postArgs = 
struct('filter_params',struct('filter_mode',filterType),'channel_rejection_para 
ms',struct('kurt_thresh',-1,'prob_thresh',-1,'spec_thresh',-
1,'interpolation_params',struct('method','spherical')),'pca_params',struct('lam 
bda',-
1),'ica_params',struct('bool',0),'perform_eog_regression',0,'eeg_system',struct 
('name','EGI','eog_chans',[],'tobe_excluded_chans',[],'loc_file',FilesDir),'per 
form_reduce_channels',0,'original_file',FilesDir); 

FileDir = cd; 
cd(EEGLabDir); 
eeglab; close; 
cd(FileDir); 
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EEGfromFile = pop_readegi(foilname); 

if ~isempty(EEGfromFile.event) && 
nnz(strncmp({(EEGfromFile.event.type)},eventTypes{1},2))>=5 && 
nnz(strncmp({(EEGfromFile.event.type)},eventTypes{2},2))>=5 

EEGClean = preprocess(EEGfromFile,'Clean');close; 
EEGClean_epochs = pop_epoch(EEGClean,eventTypes,timerange); 
EEGRaw = preprocess(EEGfromFile,'Dirty');close; 
EEGRaw_epochs = pop_epoch(EEGRaw,eventTypes,timerange); 
EEGEventRef = pop_epoch(EEGfromFile,eventTypes,[-0.01 0.25]); 
% run ica in both types of events and test the components for 
% reliability 
EEG_rejected1 = pop_epoch(EEGRaw,eventTypes(1),timerange); 
EEG_rejected2 = pop_epoch(EEGRaw,eventTypes(2),timerange); 

winv = []; 

for it = 1:ICAiterations 
EEG_rejected1 = 

pop_runica(EEG_rejected1,'icatype','runica','extended',1); 
EEG_rejected2 = 

pop_runica(EEG_rejected2,'icatype','runica','extended',1); 
winv = [winv,EEG_rejected1.icawinv,EEG_rejected2.icawinv]; 

end 

myfunc = 
@(X,k)(cluster(linkage(X,'weighted','correlation'),'maxclust',k)); 

eval = evalclusters(winv',myfunc,'gap','KList',[1:Rnk]); 

eval.OptimalK 

labels = 
cluster(linkage(winv','weighted','correlation'),'maxclust',eval.OptimalK); 

clusterQ = zeros(max(labels),1); 

clusterFreq = zeros(max(labels),1); 

clusterRep = zeros(EEG.nbchan,max(labels)); 

NormCorr = sum(sum(corr(winv)))/(size(winv,2))^2; 

for i = 1:max(labels) 

Y = winv(:,find(labels==i)); 

Z = Act(find(labels==i),:); 

YCorr = abs(corr(Y)); 

clusterQ(i) = sum(sum(YCorr))/((length(find(labels==i)))^2)-
NormCorr; 
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clusterFreq(i) = size(Y,2); 

YCorr = sum(YCorr); 

if clusterFreq(i)>=ICAiterations 

Max = Y(:,find(YCorr==max(YCorr))); 

clusterRep(:,i) = Max(:,1); 

end 

end 

idcs = find(clusterQ>0.9&clusterFreq>=ICAiterations-1); 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA = EEGRaw; 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icawinv = winv(idcs); 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icaweights = 
pinv(EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icawinv); 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icasphere = 
ones(EEGRawFilteredWithICA.nbchan,EEGRawFilteredWithICA.nbchan); 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icaact = 
EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icaweights*EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icasphere*EEGRawFiltered 
WithICA.data; 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icachansind = 1:EEGRawFilteredWithICA.nbchan; 

%Change labels for MARA 

keySet = {'E17', 'E22', 'E9', 'E11', 'E24', 'E124', 'E33', 'E122', 
... 

'E129', 'E36', 'E104', 'E45', 'E108', 'E52', 'E92', 'E57', 'E100', 
... 

'E58', 'EE96', 'E70', 'E75', 'E83', 'E62'}; 

valueSet = {'NAS', 'Fp1', 'Fp2', 'Fz', 'F3', 'F4', 'F7', 'F8', 'Cz', 
... 

'C3', 'C4', 'T7', 'T8', 'P3', 'P4', 'LM', 'RM', 'P7', 'P8', 'O1', 
... 

'Oz', 'O2', 'Pz'}; 

chanloc_map = containers.Map(keySet,valueSet); 

inverse_chanloc_map = containers.Map(chanloc_map.values, 
chanloc_map.keys); 

idx = find(ismember({EEGRawFilteredWithICA.chanlocs.labels}, 
chanloc_map.keys)); 
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for i = idx 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA.chanlocs(1,i).labels = 
chanloc_map(EEGRawFilteredWithICA.chanlocs(1,i).labels); 

end 

% Run MARA 

[artcomps,info] = MARA(EEGRawFilteredWithICA); 

for i = idx 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA.chanlocs(1,i).labels = 
inverse_chanloc_map(EEGRawFilteredWithICA.chanlocs(1,i).labels); 

end 

EEG = EEGRawFilteredWithICA; 

% Check components for activity level 

cd(MaskDir) 

load Mask.mat; 

Area = []; 

a = waitbar(0,'Checking ICs'); 

for i = 1:size(EEG.icawinv,2) 

x = figure; set(x,'Visible','off'); 

topoplot(EEG.icawinv(:,i),EEG.chanlocs,'electrodes','off','colormap',cmap,'styl 
e','map'); 

Name = 'Figure.png'; 

saveas(x,Name); 

close(x); 

clc; 

waitbar(i/size(EEG.icawinv,2),a,'Checking IC scalp topography') 

I = rgb2gray(imread('Figure.png')); 

IM1 = I.*uint8(BW); 

FTest = double(sort(IM1(:))); 

FTest(FTest==0) = []; 
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FTest = abs(FTest-128); 

Ac = nnz(find(FTest>2))/nnz(BW); 

clear IM1; 

I = rgb2gray(imread('Figure.png')); 

IM1 = I.*uint8(BWN); 

FTest = double(sort(IM1(:))); 

FTest(FTest==0) = []; 

FTest = abs(FTest-128); 

Nse = (nnz(find(FTest>2)))/(nnz(BWN)); 

fprintf(['\nActivity Coverage = ',num2str(Ac),'%\n']) 

Area = [Area;Ac,Nse]; 

delete Figure.png; 

end 

close(a); 

%Select Components that satisfy MARA and activity 

Labels = ismember((1:size(EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icaact,1)),artcomps); 

EEGRawFilteredWithICA = 
pop_subcomp(EEGRawFilteredWithICA,find((Labels+(Area<1))==2),0,0); 

EEGBackProjectedClean = EEGRawFilteredWithICA; 

Filters = 
EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icaweights*EEGRawFilteredWithICA.icasphere; 

SourceSignal = 
reshape(Filters*reshape(EEGRaw_epochs.data,EEGRaw_epochs.nbchan,EEGRaw_epochs.p 
nts*EEGRaw_epochs.trials),size(Filters,1),EEGRaw_epochs.pnts,EEGRaw_epochs.tria 
ls); 

Labels = GetLabels(EEGEventRef,eventTypes); 

% Get features for each feature set and run t-test feature 

% selection 
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[FeatsChan,CleanChan,ChanFreq] = 
[GetERDFeatures(EEGClean_epochs.data,EEGClean_epochs.srate),Labels]; 

idx = 
find(ttest2(FeatsChan(find(FeatsChan(:,end)==1),:),FeatsChan(find(FeatsChan(:,e 
nd)==2),:),'Vartype','unequal','alpha',0.05)); 

FeatsChanS = FeatsChan(:,idx); CleanChanS = CleanChan(:,idx); ChanFreqS 
= ChanFreq(:,idx); 

[FeatsDirt,DirtChan,DirtFreq] = 
[GetERDFeatures(EEGRaw_epochs.data,EEGRaw_epochs.srate),Labels]; 

idx = 
find(ttest2(FeatsDirt(find(FeatsDirt(:,end)==1),:),FeatsDirt(find(FeatsDirt(:,e 
nd)==2),:),'Vartype','unequal','alpha',0.05)); 

FeatsDirtS = FeatsDirt(:,idx); DirtChanS = DirtChan(:,idx); DirtFreqS = 
DirtFreq(:,idx); 

[FeatsSource,SourceChan,SourceFreq] = 
[GetERDFeatures(SourceSignal,EEGBackProjectedClean.srate),Labels]; 

idx = 
find(ttest2(FeatsSource(find(FeatsSource(:,end)==1),:),FeatsSource(find(FeatsSo 
urce(:,end)==2),:),'Vartype','unequal','alpha',0.05)); 

FeatsSourceS = FeatsSource(:,idx);SourceChanS = SourceChan(:,idx); 
SourceFreqS = SourceFreq(:,idx); 

end 

end 

% function to get ERD features 

function [FeatsAll,ChansAll,FreqsAll] = GetERDFeatures(data,srate) 

Feats = zeros(size(data,3),38,size(data,1)); 

Chans = zeros(size(data,3),38,size(data,1)); 

Frequencies = zeros(2*size(data,3),38,size(data,1)); 

for k = 1:size(data,1) 

count = 1; 

for i = 1:size(data,3) 

x = 1; 

feats = zeros(2,38); 
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Freqs = []; 

for t = 1:size(data,2)/2:size(data,2) 

[Pxx,f] = periodogram(data(k,t:t+round(size(data,2)/2)-
1,i),rectwin(length(data(k,t:t+round(size(data,2)/2)-1,i))),[8:0.5:30],srate); 

c = 1; g = 8; a=1; b = 1; 

while g<30-a 

feats(x,c) = bandpower(Pxx,f,[g g+a],'psd'); if x==1; 
Freqs = [Freqs,[g; g+a]];end 

g = g+b; c = c+1; 

end 

g = 8; a=3; b = 2; 

while g<30-a 

feats(x,c) = bandpower(Pxx,f,[g g+a],'psd');  if x==1; 
Freqs = [Freqs,[g; g+a]];end 

g = g+b; c = c+1; 

end 

g = 8; a=7; b = 3; 

while g<30-a 

feats(x,c) = bandpower(Pxx,f,[g g+a],'psd'); if x==1;  
Freqs = [Freqs,[g; g+a]];end 

g = g+b; c = c+1; 

end 

g = 8; a=15; b = 4; 

while g<30-a 

feats(x,c) = bandpower(Pxx,f,[g g+a],'psd'); if x==1;  
Freqs = [Freqs,[g; g+a]];end 

g = g+b; c = c+1; 

end 

x = x+1; 

end 

Feats(i,:,k) = 100*(feats(2,:)-feats(1,:))./feats(1,:); 

Chans(i,:,k) = [repmat(k,1,length(feats))]; 
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Frequencies(count:count+1,:,k) = Freqs; 

count = count+2; 

end 

end 

FeatsAll = reshape(Feats,size(data,3),38*size(data,1)); 

Chans = reshape(Chans,size(data,3),38*size(data,1)); 

Frequencies = reshape(Frequencies,2*size(data,3),38*size(data,1)); 

ChansAll = Chans(1,:); 

FreqsAll = Frequencies(1:2,:); 

end 

% function to get class labels from event types 

function Labels = GetLabels(EEGref,eventTypes) 

for i = 1:EEGref.trials 

events = EEGref.epoch(i).eventtype; 

if nnz(strncmp(events,eventTypes{1},2))>=1 

Labels(i,:)=1; 

elseif nnz(strncmp(events,eventTypes{2},2))>=1 

Labels(i,:)=2; 

end 

end 

end 

Cross	Validation 

function [Accuracies,ConfusionMatrix] = 
CvalFeatures(FeatsDirt,FeatsChan,FeatsSource,FeatsDirtS,FeatsChanS,FeatsSourceS 
) 

DirtyAllCV = crossvalind('KFold',FeatsDirt(:,end),5); DirtyAllPerf = []; 
DirtyAllConf = []; 

CleanAllCV = crossvalind('KFold',FeatsChan(:,end),5);CleanAllPerf = []; 
CleanAllConf = []; 

SourceAllCV = crossvalind('KFold',FeatsSource(:,end),5);SourceAllPerf = 
[];SourceAllConf = []; 

DirtyCV = crossvalind('KFold',FeatsDirtS(:,end),5); DirtyPerf = [];DirtyConf 
= []; 
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CleanCV = crossvalind('KFold',FeatsChanS(:,end),5);CleanPerf = [];CleanConf 
= []; 

SourceCV = crossvalind('KFold',FeatsSourceS(:,end),5);SourcePerf = 
[];SourceConf = []; 

for cval = 1:5 
DirtyAlltest = (DirtyAllCV == cval); DirtyAlltrain = ~DirtyAlltest; 
DirtyAllClass = fitcdiscr(FeatsDirt(DirtyAlltrain,1:end-

1),FeatsDirt(DirtyAlltrain,end),'DiscrimType','diaglinear'); 
PerfBoi = 

classperf(FeatsDirt(DirtyAlltest,end),DirtyAllClass.predict(FeatsDirt(DirtyAllt 
est,1:end-1))); 

DirtyAllPerf = [DirtyAllPerf;PerfBoi.CorrectRate]; 
DirtyAllConf(:,:,cval) = PerfBoi.CountingMatrix(1:2,1:2)'; 

CleanAlltest = (CleanAllCV == cval); CleanAlltrain = ~CleanAlltest; 
CleanAllClass = fitcdiscr(FeatsChan(CleanAlltrain,1:end-

1),FeatsChan(CleanAlltrain,end),'DiscrimType','diaglinear'); 
PerfBoi = 

classperf(FeatsChan(CleanAlltest,end),CleanAllClass.predict(FeatsChan(CleanAllt 
est,1:end-1))); 

CleanAllPerf = [CleanAllPerf;PerfBoi.CorrectRate]; 
CleanAllConf(:,:,cval) = PerfBoi.CountingMatrix(1:2,1:2)'; 

SourceAlltest = (SourceAllCV == cval); SourceAlltrain = ~SourceAlltest; 
SourceClass = fitcdiscr(FeatsSource(SourceAlltrain,1:end-

1),FeatsSource(SourceAlltrain,end),'DiscrimType','diaglinear'); 
PerfBoi = 

classperf(FeatsSource(SourceAlltest,end),SourceClass.predict(FeatsSource(Source 
Alltest,1:end-1))); 

SourceAllPerf = [SourceAllPerf;PerfBoi.CorrectRate]; 
SourceAllConf(:,:,cval) = PerfBoi.CountingMatrix(1:2,1:2)'; 

Dirtytest = (DirtyCV == cval); Dirtytrain = ~Dirtytest; 
DirtyClass = fitcdiscr(FeatsDirtS(Dirtytrain,1:end-

1),FeatsDirtS(Dirtytrain,end),'DiscrimType','diaglinear'); 
PerfBoi = 

classperf(FeatsDirtS(Dirtytest,end),DirtyClass.predict(FeatsDirtS(Dirtytest,1:e 
nd-1))); 

DirtyPerf = [DirtyPerf;PerfBoi.CorrectRate]; 
DirtyConf(:,:,cval) = PerfBoi.CountingMatrix(1:2,1:2)'; 

Cleantest = (CleanCV == cval); Cleantrain = ~Cleantest; 
CleanClass = fitcdiscr(FeatsChanS(Cleantrain,1:end-

1),FeatsChanS(Cleantrain,end),'DiscrimType','diaglinear'); 
PerfBoi = 

classperf(FeatsChanS(Cleantest,end),CleanClass.predict(FeatsChanS(Cleantest,1:e 
nd-1))); 

CleanPerf = [CleanPerf;PerfBoi.CorrectRate]; 
CleanConf(:,:,cval) = PerfBoi.CountingMatrix(1:2,1:2)'; 

Sourcetest = (SourceCV == cval); Sourcetrain = ~Sourcetest; 
SourceClass = fitcdiscr(FeatsSourceS(Sourcetrain,1:end-

1),FeatsSourceS(Sourcetrain,end),'DiscrimType','diaglinear'); 
PerfBoi = 

classperf(FeatsSourceS(Sourcetest,end),SourceClass.predict(FeatsSourceS(Sourcet 
est,1:end-1))); 

SourcePerf = [SourcePerf;PerfBoi.CorrectRate]; 
SourceConf(:,:,cval) = PerfBoi.CountingMatrix(1:2,1:2)'; 

end 

Accuracies = [mean(DirtyAllPerf),mean(DirtyPerf), mean(CleanAllPerf), 
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Raw Correct Preprocessed Source Correct Time Taken to Time taken to Numder of 

Rate Correct Rate Rate Preprocess an matrix multiply Training 
epoch Samples 

'A0005195500 
2' 0.93 0.93 1.00 6.18 0.00 15 
'A0005195500 
7' 0.93 0.85 0.97 2.03 0.00 26 
'A0005195500 
9' 0.92 0.88 1.00 1.52 0.00 24 
'A0006202900 
2' 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.67 0.00 15 
'A0006202900 
8' 0.87 0.93 1.00 2.18 0.00 23 
'A0006202901 
0' 0.89 0.93 1.00 2.60 0.00 27 
'A0006212500 
2' 1.00 0.93 0.80 1.83 0.00 15 
'A0006212500 
5' 0.91 0.97 0.85 2.58 0.00 34 
'A0006212500 
8' 0.97 1.00 0.87 2.97 0.00 31 
'A0006212501 
0' 0.95 0.92 0.97 2.53 0.00 24 
'A0006216500 
8' 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.11 0.00 24 
'A0006221901 
0' 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.64 0.00 24 
'A0006221901 
2' 0.84 0.91 1.00 1.21 0.00 25 
'A0006227900 
2' 1.00 0.93 0.60 1.44 0.00 15 
'A0006227900 
5' 0.90 0.96 0.84 1.47 0.00 24 
'A0006227901 
0' 0.88 0.97 0.72 1.35 0.00 26 
'A0006232900 
2' 0.87 1.00 1.00 2.09 0.00 15 
'A0006232900 
5' 0.66 0.70 0.78 1.29 0.00 249 
'A0006232900 
9' 0.84 0.84 0.96 1.34 0.00 50 
'A0006232901 
1' 0.83 0.82 0.76 1.67 0.00 71 
'A0006240800 0.93 1.00 0.73 1.30 0.00 15 

mean(CleanPerf), mean(SourceAllPerf), mean(SourcePerf),size(FeatsChanS,1)]; 
ConfusionMatrix = 

[sum(DirtyAllConf,3),sum(DirtyConf,3),sum(CleanAllConf,3),sum(CleanConf,3),sum( 
SourceAllConf,3),sum(SourceConf,3)]; 
end 

Tables 

Table 2 Accuracies, time taken to preprocess and number of samples for all classifiers trained on one ICA 
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ICA 
RELICA pass 
sources sources Data 

Name accuracy accuracy Samples 
A000620290 0.67 0.93 15 
A000620290 0.59 1 23 
A000620290 0.82 0.97 27 
A000621250 0 0.8 15 
A000621250 0 0.94 34 
A000621250 0.53 0.69 31 
A000621250 0.67 0.91 24 
A000621650 0.62 1 24 
A000621650 0 0.78 24 
A000622190 0.7 1 24 
A000622190 0.72 1 25 
A000622790 0.6 1 15 
A000622790 0.66 0.82 24 
A000622790 0.71 0.63 24 
A000622790 0.53 0.7 26 
A000623290 0.6 1 15 
A000623290 0.52 0.88 so 
A000623290 0 0.89 71 
A000624080 0 0.93 15 
A000624530 0.6 0.8 15 
A000628420 0 1 15 
A000628420 0.61 0.88 26 

Table 1 Classifier Accuracy when comparing the Reliable Sources to the Single Pass Sources 
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Preprocessed Source 

Filename True Left True Right True Left True Right True Left True Right 

Predicted Left 10 0 9 0 10 0 
'A00051955002' Predicted Right 0 5 1 5 0 5 

Predicted Left 12 0 13 1 13 0 
'A00051955007' Predicted Right 2 12 1 11 1 12 

Predicted Left 9 0 9 0 12 0 
'A00051955009' Predicted Right 3 12 3 12 0 12 

Predicted Left 10 0 10 1 10 0 
'A00062029002' Predicted Right 0 5 0 4 0 5 

Predicted Left 11 0 13 0 14 0 
'A00062029008' Predicted Right 3 9 1 9 0 9 

Predicted Left 9 0 11 0 13 0 
'A00062029010' Predicted Right 4 14 2 14 0 14 

Predicted Left 10 0 9 0 9 2 
'A00062125002' Predicted Right 0 5 1 5 1 3 

Predicted Left 19 3 18 0 15 0 
'A00062125005' Predicted Right 1 11 2 14 5 14 

Predicted Left 19 0 22 0 21 5 
'A00062125008' Predicted Right 3 9 0 9 1 4 

Predicted Left 13 1 13 1 13 1 
'A00062125010' Predicted Right 0 10 0 10 0 10 

Predicted Left 14 0 14 0 14 0 
'A00062165008' Predicted Right 0 10 0 10 0 10 

Predicted Left 10 0 12 0 12 0 
'A00062219010' Predicted Right 2 12 0 12 0 12 

Predicted Left 12 3 12 3 12 0 
'A00062219012' Predicted Right 0 10 0 10 0 13 

Predicted Left 10 0 10 1 9 5 
'A00062279002' Predicted Right 0 5 0 4 1 0 

Predicted Left 12 3 12 1 9 2 
'A00062279005' Predicted Right 0 9 0 11 3 10 

Predicted Left 13 3 13 1 12 6 
'A00062279010' Predicted Right 0 10 0 12 1 7 

Predicted Left 8 0 9 0 10 0 
'A00062329002' Predicted Right 2 5 1 5 0 5 

Predicted Left 68 66 72 47 51 19 
'A00062329005' Predicted Right 19 96 15 115 36 143 

Predicted Left 20 3 23 6 24 1 
'A00062329009' Predicted Right 4 23 1 20 0 25 

Predicted Left 33 9 29 6 33 14 
'A00062329011' Predicted Right 3 26 7 29 3 21 

Predicted Left 9 0 10 0 6 2 
'A00062408002' Predicted Right 1 5 0 5 4 3 

Predicted Left 10 0 10 0 10 0 
'A00062842002' Predicted Right 0 5 0 5 0 5 

Table 3 Confusion Matrices for the different features sets used to train 5 different classifiers in a cross validation scheme 
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